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Mica Antelope
An editorial for parents

It was tragic but inevitable. John, my
four-year-old son, acquired a taste for
Tidja Midja Nidja Turtles from watching
their show at his day-care center. Shortly
thereafter, he also acquired a taste for a
mutant turtle T-shirt, sneakers, night light,
breakfast cereal, plastic toys, home videos,
and movie (twice). Johns favorite character is Mica Antelope, whom John has
decided to emulate in every way, even to
briefly adopting the name.
This new interest has a few negative
side effects. For one, he wont stop singing
the theme song from the show, and he
doesnt know many of the words except
for the oft-shouted refrain: Turtlesonnahalfshell! Turtlepower! Turtlepower! He
will sing this with no provocation whatsoever, day and night, but usually when
were in heavy traffic.
Another problem is the language that he
has acquired from the show (Hey, toots!
Wanna split a pizza? Cowabunga, dudes!),
which he often uses when company is
present.
The only behavior that I had to put a
stop to was his habit of making swords out
of rolled-up paper and flailing around with
them in the kitchen while I was trying to
make supper. That was right out. I eventually banned any other sort of martial-arts
flailing around in the house because I
developed that prehistoric parental fear
that he would poke himself in the eye with
one of his paper katanas.
Nonetheless, I enjoy watching him play
with his turtle toys and other unfamiliar
media-spawned delights. He has a healthy
and active play life, one shared by many of
his friends. Tidja Midja Nidja Turtles
wont teach him a lot about life, but I dont
believe that recreation has to be educational at all; it just has to be fun. And as a
parent, I like to encourage the good recreation and weed out the bad. Mica Antelope
& company are fine with me.
Some parents are less enthusiastic than I
am about the Turtle Power phenomenon.
Ive even seen an article or two in the local
paper in which the cartoons use of violence to solve problems is knocked
around, and a woman interviewed on a
radio program said she wished there had
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been female turtle characters with which
young girls could have identified. A recent
letter to a newspaper even criticized the
appearance of radioactive sludge on the
show (the source of the TMNTs powers)
as glorifying pollution.
Well, Ive seen the TMNT videos (I really
had little choice), but I cant see that the
cartoon violence on them is harmful; any
unwanted reaction to it was fixed with a
little discipline. As for the second point,
Im less sure and will just withhold judgment. But glorifying pollution? Well, we
cant all be on the same wavelength.
But I can see now, firsthand, how daunting it is to a parent to have your children
bring home an unfamiliar recreationlike
a role-playing game, for exampleand
have this item take over your kids brains
like a space parasite. Just as the world of
Turtle Power! is fairly alien to me, the
worlds of role-playing must seem equally
confusing, if not more so, to many parents. What are hit dice? Whats a saving
throw? How much gaming is healthy for
my kid? The problem is made all the
worse by the media. Is this news report on
role-playing games really honest and insightful, or is it some ungodly mixture of
hype, rumor, innuendo, and paranoia?
Whats a parent to do? The easiest thing
to do would be to ban all gaming without

addressing the issue further, but this is the
lazy parents way out, and it just spawns
rebellion. Why not sit down and look over
the game books for a while? I agree that
the books can be confusing (some of them
confuse me, and I work for a company
that makes them), but the time can be
instructive. See if your children will explain how the game is played; ask them
questions until you get the basic idea of
what its about. (I mean, I watched turtle
videos until I would have confessed to any
crime that an interrogator would have
suggested, and I was satisfied that they
were acceptable viewingnot Jonny
Quest, maybe, but acceptable.)
You might even want to take a big step
and ask to listen in on a game that your
offspring are playing, which is the best
way to learn what theyre up to. Weve
received several letters at DRAGON® Magazine from readers who actually encouraged their parents to sit in on their
role-playing sessions, and they report
great success in easing their parents fears
about role-playing itself. In fact, some
parents even joined the group.
We do receive letters now and then from
parents who role-play with their children.
I played in an AD&D® game in West Germany with a group that included one
whole family, and met another family that

role-played together just after arriving in
Wisconsin to work for TSR, Inc. The latter
family was that of Margaret Weis, one of
the original linchpins of TSRs highly popular DRAGONLANCE® saga.
It is heartening to see some of the letters
from parents who support their childrens
interest in role-playing. The father of one
young author for DRAGON Magazine told
me that publication of his sons work was
a major family event. Alan D. Long, a
parent in Aurora, Ill., wrote to us concerning the need to point out the good things
about [D&D® game]. . . . It is a good game
system, a good family game; its a vehicle
to spend much time with our children, to
teach them decision making, problem
solving, and courageous behavior. Mr.
Long, who noted that he was an active
worker in the Christian church as well as
a Cub Scout leader, went so far as to defend the D&D game from remarks made
in The Beacon-News, a newspaper that ran
an article expressing some anti-D&D game
opinions. And Judy Dietz, a mother of two
from Hawaii, said: I dont particularly like
the [AD&D] game myself, but my sons
doso I dont forbid them to play or buy
the books, games, or manuals.
Maybe what the role-playing industry
needs is what Konami, Inc., a computergame company, has done. Konami has
started Konami Mom, a program in which
family issues related to computer gaming
are addressed. So many parents are
afraid of computers and other high-tech
equipment, its easy to feel out-of-sync
with our kids, says Konami Mom Charlyne Robinson, a Chicago parent and educational psychologist. This [the Konami
Mom program] gives us the opportunity to
get up to speed with our kids and relate
on their level. A press release from
Konami reveals that the Robinson family
plays a lot of computer games together. So,
in fact, do the Lessers of San Ramon,

Calif.the people who have been writing
The Role of Computers column for this
magazine.
My son John is too young to be involved
in role-playing games, but its very possible
that one of these days he will badger me
to bring home a copy of one of TSRs roleplaying rules so that he and his friends
can start a campaign. And after a few
marathon sessions of whining and griping
(on my part), Ill do it. Ive played roleplaying games for over a decade and have
worked at TSR, Inc. for seven years now; I
think I can tell if TSRs games are good or
bad for kids. And I think that they are
good enough for my kid.
First, of course, we have to make it
through the Turtle Power phase, and
John has shown an uncomfortable interest
in getting a  Tendo (Nintendo) computer
game for his birthday since he was three.
Thank God he still likes his Dino Riders.
Having loved dinosaurs since I was his age,
I can still relate to those.

Note: Konami, Inc. offers a free pamphlet
called, Answers to Parents Most Commonly Asked Questions About Videogames, which has a great amount of information that is applicable to many other
entertainments like role-playing games.
For your copy, write to: Konami Mom, c/o
Konami, Inc., 900 Deerfield Parkway,
Buffalo Grove IL 60089, U.S.A. Also ask for
any press releases on the Konami Mom
program. Its worth it!

